solution brief

Secure Cloud Email
FireEye Email Security + Microsoft Office 365

FireEye Email Security
• Reduces the risk of
significant business impacts
caused by email-based
malware, URL, impersonation
and multi-stage attacks
• Evolves as quickly as the
changing threat landscape to
stay one step ahead of attackers
• Provides a higher detection
rate by applying contextual
threat intelligence

The increase in transitions to cloud-based environments make it a crucial
time to enhance your email security as you move from on-premises Microsoft
Exchange to Office 365. Email-based advanced threats have evolved with
impersonation and URL-based attacks becoming more popular. Office 365
may include advanced threat protection, but testing shows that it lacks the
functionality needed to detect many of today’s targeted threats. An email
defense must adapt quickly to a dynamic threat landscape.
FireEye Email Security goes beyond Microsoft security add-ons by providing a
comprehensive stack for advanced threat protection against attachment, URL and
imposter-based attacks. Integrated antivirus and anti-spam (AVAS) protection
consolidates your email security and reduces the number of vendors in the email
stack. FireEye Email Security combined with Office 365 and Exchange Online
delivers highly effective email protection with ease of deployment.
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Today’s high-impact email threats are not delivered in
annoying spam messages. Instead, they hide in carefully
designed spear-phishing campaigns and targeted attacks.
End users click on seemingly harmless email messages that
can download malicious malware, steal credentials and
lead to fraudulent wire transfers. These sophisticated email
attacks make it easy for cyber criminals to breach your
organization, putting corporate and customer assets at risk.
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FireEye is recognized by security, IT and business
professionals around the globe as the leader in cyber
security. We have identified more zero-day attacks
than all other security companies combined. Our threat
intelligence is fueled by the most powerful cyber defense
ecosystem in the world, correlating data from over
200,000 incident response hours, 16 million sensors
deployed globally, 50 thousand indicators published per
month and 10 million tracked threat personas.

To learn more about FireEye Email Security and how easily it integrates
with Microsoft Office 365, visit www.FireEye.com/email.
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